
Gangster Skull
Gangster Skull is a 2.5-metre-tall suit puppet

Prepared by: 

Joe Blanck

Founder and  

Creative Director, 

A Blanck Canvas

A Blanck Canvas initially designed Gangster Skull 

in Melbourne, Australia for the Thundamental’s

concert (an Australian Hip Hop band) along with 

two other crazy characters.
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Gangster Skull

Construction & fabrication

The Team

There are 3 members of The Gangster Skull team, including:

● 1 professional performers

● 1 puppetry director

● 1 production assistant

Message

Gangster Skull is a 2.5-metre-tall suit puppet.

His mobster styled suit and tie combo cover his silver chromatic body. 
With striking customisable coloured LED eyes in his unique oversized skull 
face, the puppeteer also controls his arms with hidden rods. The rest of 
Gangsters movements incur naturally and fluidly with the puppeteer’s body.

The broad inflatable body has two inbuilt fans to keep him inflated.
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Gangster Skull is an entertaining, “Godfather-like” character that crowds 
adore. He is always up to get the party started.

Performance

Gangster Skull is extremely versatile. Performance options are endless as 
he can be used to roam,

perform on-stage, interact with crowds, have photo opportunities, or 
perform his choreographed

dances to audiences.

Gangster’s large hands enable him to hold multiple items such as his cigar, 
or wad of cash. Other

items may be customised to client’s needs on request.

Performances run from 20 to 30 minutes and our performers require a 
30-minute break between

shows*.

View case study

Contact: 

Joe Blanck

Founder and  

Creative Director, 

A Blanck Canvas

+ 61 4 10 654 601

+ 61 3 90412300 

info@ablanckcanvas.com

ablanckcanvas.com

To discuss how you can work with us to 

deliver your event, please get in touch for 

an obligation-free quotation.
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